
Virtual Support Technician 
 
Do your friends, family and coworkers come to you whenever they need tech help because they know 
you can answer in a way they will understand?  We’re looking for a motivated virtual support technician 
with a friendly personality to assist our growing customer base.  You will meet a wide assortment of 
technical challenges remotely by phone, text message, web chat, e-mail, and voicemail.   

Job Duties 

• Field inbound questions from existing and prospective customers through a variety of remote 
communication mediums. 

• Address technical questions and solve IT-related problems on devices consumers use to connect 
to our mobile internet service. 

• Work efficiently and effectively with teammates by logging support cases and troubleshooting 
efforts in a collaborative ticketing system. 

• Self-manage to meet service level agreements that target a 95% rate of response-times within 2 
hours and full resolution within 24 hours. 

• Contribute to a growing knowledge base of support solutions that improve service and reduce 
wait times across the team. 

• Attend to non-technical work items including billing, account status, order processing, 
shipping/receiving, device provisioning, testing and equipment reconditioning. 

Qualifications 

1. 3 – 5 years call center or service industry experience 
2. Demonstrated application of wide technical skillset within prior work history, including 

familiarity with Windows, Mac, and Linux environments, basic computer networking and 
router/WiFi configuration.  Some programming experience would be helpful. 

3. Detail-oriented, self-starter who is motivated to get out ahead and is rewarded by a satisfied 
customer.  Contributes to collective success and able to respond to constructive feedback. 

4. Grace under pressure, able to handle moments of peak workload and difficult conversations 
without compromising quality or level of service.  Translates technical concepts so that anyone 
can understand them. 

5. Creative problem-solver who understand how to diagnose root cause and thinks critically.  Able 
to acquire knowledge quickly when needed through a variety of means (e.g. web searches, co-
workers, inference/testing/research, etc.). 

6. Commitment to ensuring your reliable connectivity during working hours, as the job requires a 
reliable data and voice/SMS connection at all times. 

About RVITguy.com 
RVITguy.com was started by RVers looking to solve their own travel-related technical challenges. We are 
a virtual company, and our team is made up of former tech-industry office dwellers turned full-time 
travelers, who understand first-hand what it takes to stay connected on the road.  With origins in world-
class technical support, we make it our mission to bring friendly, personal service to the cold, calculating 
world of consumer wireless internet. Our solutions are flexible and designed with our customers in 
mind. 

Interested in this position?  Apply with resume to admin@theRVITguy.com. 


